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Abstract

Data Mining, Data Sharing and Privacy-Preserving are fast emerging as a field of the high level of the research study. A close review of the research based on Privacy Preserving Data Mining revealed the twin fold problems, first is the protection of private data (Data Hiding in Database) and second is the protection of sensitive rules (Knowledge) ingrained in data (Knowledge Hiding in the database). The first problem has its impetus on how to obtain accurate results even when private data is concealed. The second issue focuses on how to protect sensitive association rule contained in the database from being discovered, while non-sensitive association rules can still be mined with traditional data mining projects. Undoubtedly, performance is a major concern with knowledge hiding techniques. This paper focuses on the description of approaches for Knowledge Hiding in the database as well as discuss issues and challenges about the development of an integrated solution for Data Hiding in Database and Knowledge Hiding in Database. This study also highlights directions for the future studies so that suggestive pragmatic measures can be incorporated in ongoing research process on hiding sensitive association rules.
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1. Introduction

Privacy-Preserving data mining still important in the field of data mining because of the increased risk of disclosure of private information from the large datasets.

* Corresponding author.
Various approaches are available in the literature for preserving the privacy in the database before its release. The various area that can be view forward in the field of privacy-preserving data mining falls into 2 broad categories viz.

1) Modifying the data for protecting privacy

2) Modifying for hiding sensitive knowledge mined from various data mining applications. The first type includes the techniques like randomization, K-anonymity and l-diversity. The second type includes the techniques in which if any data mining application like classification or association rule mining is applied to the database, sensitive information which is indirectly generated through mining techniques should not be revealed. In both the categories major issues are dealing with a high dimensional dataset or large dataset in which performance of the approaches is main concerns. This paper presents various techniques that fall into these categories, discussions on their performance on the basis of accuracy as well as time complexity and enhancements that can be made in future.

2. Data hiding in database

2.1. K-Anonymity & L-Diversity, T-Closeness

References [1-3] presents the concept of K-anonymity in detail. In K-anonymity, changes are applied to the database in such a way that individual record cannot be identified directly or indirectly. In databases, the individual record can be treated as an entity which can be determined by an attribute or group of attributes. In K-anonymity changes are made to the database in such a way that combination of attributes cannot be used to identify a particular entity, it matches with at least K-entities so individual information cannot be disclosed. The techniques available for K-anonymity are generalization and suppression. In Generalization, the value of the attribute or set of an attribute for an entity is replaced by its generalized version to remove the threat of entity identification from the public database. As an example, Age of a particular person in an employee dataset is replaced by its generalized value, let say, \{23-45\}. This generalization of the attribute value is made in such a way that map particular values of attribute map to at least k entities. In suppression, the value of an attribute is removed to protect sensitive information either by replacing it with NULL or let say by replacing with “Not Applicable”. If suppression is applied, less attribute value will be substituted with generalized value. The techniques are treated as optimal which generates minimum k-anonymous table but finding the minimal K-anonymous problem is proved as NP-Hard [4-6].

The various challenges still left are a requirement for applications that can detect violations of K-anonymity and at the same time if the violation is detected then that can be successfully eliminated from the dataset before its release. Since this article also focuses on a combination of data hiding and knowledge hiding in the database, new techniques can be developed which while performing knowledge hiding, by defaults prepare an anonymous table to achieve k-anonymity. K-anonymity proved to effective in maintaining the privacy of individual record identification, but it does not work well when there are sensitive values exist in a group of K which is formed while anonymizing the data. So L-diversity is introduced which protect the sensitive value of an attribute by applying intra-group diversity. Various methods have been proposed in [7, 8] but these methods suffer from the
curse of dimensionality [9].

The concept of L-diversity is enhanced by T-closeness model [10]. L-diversity does not take into consideration the distribution of data. It is important because in real data attribute values are skewed. An attacker can make use of history to make assumptions of sensitive values in data. For example, an attribute corresponding to the presence of a criminal case of an employee may be sensitive if the value is positive rather than when the value is negative. In [10], a T-closeness model was proposed which call for that the “distance” among the distribution of a sensitive attribute in the original and generalized tables be at most T.

2.2. Randomization

It is a prevalent method of preserving privacy in the database. In this method, noise is either added or multiplied to records to mask the value of records. Initial work can be found in [11, 12]. Data can be reconstructed by removing noise. This is discussed in [13].

Randomization is explained by an example below: Consider a set of data values \{A1, A2, A3 ...An\} then it is distorted by additive strategy by adding noise generated from probability distribution \{N1, N2....Nn\} to produce output as \{A1 + N1, A2 + N2 ......An+ Nn\}. The variance of the noise added is taken large so no prediction or guessing of original values can be done. In multiplicative strategy, noise is multiplied by data values. Randomization can be extended to various data mining tasks such as classification as done in [13] and association rule mining as done in [14].

3. Association rule hiding techniques- Knowledge hiding in database

This section covers various association rule hiding techniques which fall under the research area of knowledge hiding in the database. Association rule mining is prevalent techniques which mine the interesting correlated information between the database attributes. For example, let there be market basket database which contains the list of items purchased in various transactions. One of association rule could be Milk → Butter which implies that in most of the transactions where Milk is purchased, Butter is also purchased. Data Sharing brings many advantages to corporations for sharing their data for analysis, but at the same time, they want their sensitive data should be hidden.

In association rule hiding, owners first mine the association rules by selecting two parameters namely minimum support threshold and minimum confidence threshold. After mining of association rules, owners select certain rules which have been identified as sensitive and the owner does not want them to be disclosed, so various techniques of association rule hiding will be applied to hide such sensitive, confidential information.

There are three main classes of association rule hiding viz. Border Based approaches, Heuristic approaches and exact approaches. Heuristic approaches are the fast algorithms which find quick solutions by applying certain heuristics, but they suffer from side-effects because heuristic algorithms take local decisions which are sometimes not appropriate at the global level. Border Based approaches hide sensitive association rules by modifying the border in itemset lattice formed by frequent itemset and nonfrequent itemset of the original
database. Exact Hiding approaches hide sensitive association rule by converting the problem into optimization problem or constraint satisfaction problem which can be solved by integer programming. Association rule hiding method can be characterized by hiding strategy adopted. There can be two hiding strategies viz. support based and confidence based. Support Based strategies hide sensitive association rules by deleting item in the database belongs to sensitive association rule for reducing its support below minimum support threshold. Confidence based strategies hide sensitive association rules by modifying the database to reduce the confidence below minimum confidence threshold. Another classification is based upon the types of data modification technique applied. They are data distortion based approach and data blocking based approach. Data- Distortion relies on data transformation, and exactly , the procedure is to change a selected set of 1-values to 0-values (deleting items) or 0-values to 1-values (adding items) if we consider the database as a matrix of two dimensions. The main aim of making such modifications is to reduce the support or confidence of the sensitive rules below the user pre-defined security threshold. Early data distortion techniques adopt heuristic-based sanitization strategies as Algo1a/ Algo1b/ Algo2a, Algo2b/ Algo2c[15], Naive/ MinFIA/ MaxFIA/ IGA[16], SWA[17]. Data-Blocking[18] is another popular data modification approach for association rule hiding. Instead of making data distorted, i.e., Making changes in presence or absence of item, blocking approach is executed by replacing certain data items with a question mark “?”. The introduction of this special unknown value brings uncertainty to the data, making the support and confidence of association rule become too uncertain intervals respectively. The various approaches that fall under data sanitization are Nulling Out, Masking Data, Substitution, Shuffling Records, Number Variance, Gibberish Generation, Encryption/Decryption. Another categorization is based upon a number of rules considered in each iteration of hiding algorithms. They are a single rule or multiple rule strategies. In Single rule strategy, in each pass of association rule hiding algorithm only one rule is selected for hiding and database is modified to hide this sensitive association rule. In multiple rule strategies, more than one rule is considered in each iteration to be hided. Zhang [19] hides sensitive association rules by adding and removing transactions from the database. In general majority of techniques modify transaction of the database, but a number of transactions remain constant. In [19] novel approach is presented which add or remove transactions from the database to hide sensitive knowledge. Another new research area in the field of association rule hiding is data reconstruction based approach[20, 21]. In this method, hiding is performed with the help of three-phased approach. In the first phase, Knowledge is extracted from the database with the help of association rule mining algorithm. After first phase user identified generated association rules into two sets, i.e., sensitive and non-sensitive. In the second phase, knowledge sanitization is performed to hide sensitive association rule. In third phase database is reconstructed from modified knowledge. The main advantage of the reconstruction based approach is user can control hiding effects directly. Another important issue is time complexity of association rule hiding algorithms that need to be considered while designing an approach [23]. The problem of optimal Sanitization in hiding association rules is NP-Complete [24]. Reference [22] proposes a new, exact border-based approach. This method provides an optimal solution for hiding sensitive frequent itemsets. Sensitive frequent itemsets are hidden by extending the original database. In this paper database extension problem is also considered as a constraint satisfaction problem and further mapped to an equivalent binary integer programming problem. In extending the database, those transactions are picked which are underutilized and non sensitive itemsets are added to the transactions. Sometimes it is not possible to generate the optimal solution, so approach minimally relaxes constraint satisfaction problem to
provide an approximate accurate. Experimental results given in the paper highlights that approach for extending the database for hiding sensitive items provide useful solutions. Reference [25] presents the main algorithm based on border based approach. In their work, they have taken relative frequency of non-sensitive frequent itemset into consideration in combination with the frequency of frequent itemsets. Approach hides sensitive frequent itemset by modifying the transaction in the database and greedy approach is used for deciding for modifications at the local level. In [26, 27] sun proposed BBA Algorithm which is a heuristic approach based on the notion of the border of non-sensitive frequent itemsets. In this method, weights are assigned to itemsets.

[28,29] extended border based on Max-Min criteria. These strategies modified the positive border of frequent itemsets for evaluating the impact of modification. This method has better experimental result in comparison to BBA Algorithm [26, 27].

Table 1: Algorithms with their Categories for Association Rule Hiding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S No</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Main[25]</td>
<td>Border Based Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Algo 1a [15]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Algo 1b [15]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Algo 1c [15]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Algo 2a [15]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Algo 2b [15]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Naive [16]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>MinFIA [16]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>MaxFIA [16]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>IGA [16]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SWA [17]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Distortion Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GIH [18]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Blocking Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CR [18]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Blocking Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>CR-2 [18]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based, Data Blocking Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>WAT-Adding [19]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>SAT-Removing [19]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>TAR [19]</td>
<td>Heuristic Based Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>BBA [26,27]</td>
<td>Border-Based Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Max-Min [28,29]</td>
<td>Border Based Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Menon Algorithm [30]</td>
<td>Exact and Heuristic Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Inline Algorithm</td>
<td>Non-Heuristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Two-Phase Iterative Algorithm</td>
<td>Exact Hiding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference [30] was the first one to consider the association rule hiding problem into two parts viz. exact part
and heuristic part. Author formulated constraint satisfaction problem for the exact part and for the heuristic part they designed an intelligent sanitization approach to improve the performance. Reference [31] proposed a non-heuristic approach in which problem is modified as constraint satisfaction problem similar to [30], but here binary integer programming (BIP) is used for finding a solution. Reference [32] extends work of [31] by forming a two-phase iterative algorithm. The summary of all the algorithms of this field, reviewed by us is presented in a tabular form, see Table 1.

4. Research Directions in the Field of Privacy Preserving Data Mining

In privacy preserving data sharing perspective, there is a need to hide sensitive data as well as sensitive knowledge (i.e., Sensitive association rule). [20] Hiding sensitive data is referred as Data Hiding in Database (DHD) whereas hiding sensitive association rule is referred as Knowledge Hiding in Database (KHD). Data Hiding in Database (DHD) and Knowledge Hiding in Database (KHD) techniques are always investigated separately. An approach is still required to integrate both DHD and KHD techniques. Development of such an approach is significant and provides confidence to data owners for data sharing. This work proposes to investigate the applications and improvements in the field of privacy preserving data mining. Performance can be enhanced while performing privacy preservation during data mining process. The following proposals can be taken forward during the tenure of the research work:

(1) Development of an integrated approach for protecting private data as well as to hide sensitive association rules.

(2) A sensitive rule can be hid either by decreasing confidence or support of the rule. This has to be achieved by making minimum changes in the database as well as with limited or no side-effects.

(3) Develop an approach using unknowns for knowledge hiding in the database. Evidence has shown that the use of unknowns in several real-life scenarios is much more preferable than the use of conventional distortion techniques. This is true because distortion techniques fail to provide a distinction between the real values in the dataset and the ones that were distorted by the hiding algorithm in order to allow for its proper sanitization.

(4) The time complexity of data mining process may be reduced by integrated DHD and KHD approach.

(5) Performance can be improved by using a cluster of computing machines.

(6) The formalism of an approach to protect private data and sensitive knowledge which gives better performance and more secured results and provide data owner a trust to release database for data sharing. Proposed to develop a formalism to cross verify the experimental result for a different approach.

(7) A hybrid approach can be formed by combining the concept of DSR (Decrease support of RHS) and ISL (Increase support of LHS) to hide rules.
(8) Association rule hiding methodologies modifies the original database in a way that among the three goals given below, at least one of the following goals must be achieved: All the rules that are considered as sensitive from user’s perspective must be successfully hidden, i.e., No sensitive rule can be mined. All the association rules which are non-sensitive from user’s perspective can be still mined from the modified database. No ghost rule must be generated from the modified database. (Ghost rule are the rules which are derived from modified database but was not derived from original database).

5. Conclusion

This paper discusses various approaches available for privacy preserving data mining. For data hiding in the database, various approaches like randomization, K-anonymity, L-diversity etc. are discussed. For knowledge hiding in database different approaches like heuristic based, border based etc are discussed. The limitations of the privacy-preserving data mining technique is none of the algorithms outperform all others on all the measures. The performance of the privacy-preserving data mining techniques is measured regarding performance, the effectiveness of the algorithm, balancing privacy and utility etc. There exists algorithm better in one specific criterion but does not out outperform other algorithms on particular measures. It is also well known that getting an optimal sanitization in association rule hiding is a NP-complete problem. This paper also highlights the various research directions that can be taken further by researchers to provide an efficient solution for database security administrators to preserve privacy in large databases.
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